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MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY
“Alignment”
Align

Organisational Strategy, Departmental Objectives and
Individual Goals

Are we clear where we are rowing our boat? Have we given
enough time to review our business on to which direction we
are moving and what is the purpose of the move and if all of
us are moving in same direction to achieve defined business
objectives? If answer is ‘no’ or ‘don’t know’ then halt !! Invest
enough man hours in reviewing business, its objectives and
formulate Strategic Business Plan for implementation ahead.
In today’s global competition, volatile and vibrant
environment- organizations need to have clear and defined
business objectives, defined strategies and required
leadership for implementation of these strategies.
In business if we know where and why we are going then we
need to understand if ours’ destination is same and we are
following expected routs as per the strategy. Often we’ll find
that various departments have their own perspectives to
view organization and develop their own targets of doing
better than last time and departmental performances are
viewed similarly, which leads to certain improvements in
people and departments but organization as a whole suffers
delays or bad performances.
Suppose if we decide to achieve sales target X in number
then have we aligned various concerned departments
together with sales targets like raw material availability (Raw
Material Purchase); desired quality (Quality deptt.); required
technology (Projects R&D); manpower concerns of
competence and availability (HR); timely supply of incoming
and out going material (Logistics); enough cash flow, needed
budget (Finance, Banking and Accounts) etc.?
Strategic Thinking Process starts form organizational long and
short vision and then formulating strategies for goal
achievements. Such activity is often a role of senior
management who holds experiences in their own field and
understands the importance of interdependency of various
departments.
Such defined goals are then put forward for discussion along
all management team members to decide action plan.

Evaluating market conditions, competition, current business
achievements and gap analysis are few base points to
strategize and define goals of organization.
The very important fact to be evaluated is organizational
culture as it eats even a very well worked upon and thought
organizational strategy. Culture is the sum of values, beliefs,
customs, behaviours that combine to form psychological and
social environment in which work is performed. Conducting
cultural surveys would be beneficial to identify if gap
between thought organizational strategy and practicality
which would arise during performing and implementing
strategy. Such gaps then are to be put on priority to be worked
upon for effective and acceptable achievements of
organizational goals. Remember evaluating, improving and
actually working on whole organisational culture is critical in
nature. You may find variations in culture – hierarchy wise,
unit wise, department wise etc. but it is a hard fact that
without evaluating, assessing and working upon culture,
organization strategy may simply fail.
Now setting up of departmental goals in sink with the
organizational goals would be the next step ahead. A very
clear communication process is the key for delegating goals.
Senior managers play a very important role in this process.
Participative discussion of organizational strategy and setting
departmental goals accordingly, need to be done through a
very refined communication. Communication has to be
focused and with minimum barriers. The flow of
communication can be done via various mediums and
repeated from time to time. Bringing clarity and giving space
to all levels of employees in departments to ‘say about’ goals
and resolving queries and issues will make it a speedy and
participative process. The foggy picture of organizational
strategy and departmental goals if cleared timely, it will create
a sense of pride among departmental fellows for their
importance and contributions they are suppose to make.
Remember that departmental goals are not only aligned
straight to organizational strategy but aligning it with crossfunctional importance is equally required. Also participation
and clear communication will redress or minimize
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cross-functional issues as all will be aware of their need of contributions and importance towards achievement of
organizational strategy. Cross-functional concern of alignment will reduce performance related issues, rather boost timely
delivery of targets as internally there would be a healthy competition of performing better than other.
Further the organizational strategy and departmental goals need to be aligned with Individual goals. It creates meaning for
employee as to what he/she is for in organization and how his/her role benefit organization as a whole. Managers need to
bring clarity in job roles for which employee is in organization and define his goal to be achieved and how his/her
achievement is important to contribute in organizational strategy. Clear defined goal of an individual with realization of
contribution motivates employee and generates sense of belongingness. The role of HR becomes most important at this
stage. Evaluating, redesignin….. Job descriptions, evaluating competence, finding gaps….defining of goals, recruitment and
selection, training and development, needed counseling, contribution in resolving people related issues – are all that needs
attention and efforts for efficient results.
Above all it is important to create, gather, maintain and analyse related data. Whether it is organizational strategy,
departmental objectives or Individual goals all need to be put in measurable formats as much as possible. That doesn’t
mean to gather whole lot of data and do nothing with it but it is important that data are analysed and related outcome are
discussed and necessary actions are taken. Periodic evaluation like quarterly, half yearly will help organization to clearly
understand the current situation for timely and accurate actions like identifying weak areas and improving ahead. Else
probability is that after some time you will notice a chaos like misunderstandings, blames, non clarity, low morale etc.
Make optimum utilization of all the available resources during the entire process. Use of technology will not only save time
but will bring accuracy of output like latest machineries, IT and softwares, latest communication devices and mediums. Flow
of information and transparent system will be of great importance during the entire process of alignment and its timely
review, evaluation and needed action.
A Good Aligned Organisational Strategy, Departmental Objectives and Individual Goals will ensure success in Business
Objectives.

****************************************************
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HUMAN RESOURCE CONSULTANCY
Human Resource Business Partner (HRBP) – A Role

It has been complex to explain What HR is? and What it does?
Also more complex is to explain its contribution towards overall
achievement in Business? !! Proving the existence of HR has
always been challenging. The root lies in its functions which
emerged more as the necessity towards Government Laws of
employment, welfare, payments ...... where HR was suppose to
file, administer, drafting policies, check employee grievances
etc. Recruitments, followups, joinings ......... were the hassles
and day to day basic issues of employees were piling up with
least time to resolve. All these clustered together to design a
profile, which is continuing traditionally in many organisations,
and designate the employee as per the size of the organisation.
Still in contemporary management practices, out of the box
picture and imagination of bigger management level role which
is perfectly aligned with business objectives, is a hard to
achieve for many!!
Although the role of Human Resource Business Partner (HRBP)
is being discussed since almost a decade now, but most of the
Indian organisations are not practicing the profile because of
some of the reasons Lack of clarity of the role at Directors, Owners or very
senior levels.
 Lack of clarity of the role at HR Levels.
 Lack of interest of senior management in the role, as
benefits are unseen and unrealised.
 Lack of interest of HR to take up challenging role and
pursue at senior levels.
 Lack of understanding of the role at Senior
Management and HR level and issue of alignment etc.
Organisations which are people-centric and believe in sharing
the common goal to achieve efficiency in long run, who are
having participative approach and practice aligning the
organisational goals.......the idea of HRBP is very popular
among them.
There are now different roles of HR people and are called by
different names as per their areas of work assignment and size
of the company –
HR Assistant- Those HR who are freshers or little experience in
job and assist the managers in day to day HR functions related
to documentation, administrative work of attendance, leaves...
payroll entries, checking references, employee joining and exit
formalities, execution of employee benefits, arranging get-togathers, communicating policy changes.

HR Specialist- A similar to assistant role with addition to
working on special projects of training, first level interview
screening, knowledge of Laws etc.
HR Associate- An Associate HR is little more experienced than
Assistant and can take decisions on some areas like employee
benifits, can take charge of joining and exit meetings, can
review policies and present views. A Officer level who
supports managers on higher work levels than an Assistant.
HR Coordinator- More of a an administrative profile of
documentation with addition to Assistant and Associate
Profiles a co-ordinator communicates to people within and
outside department like talking to prospective employees for
formalities ahead, flowing emails and letters with drafting of
content informing about events, communicating required
informations to various other departments i.e. inter-office
communication.
HR Manager- It is a middle level position where the
responsibility of HR within the department lies depending on
size of the company, if smaller, or a unit of organisationentire HR responsibility outside the department as well. HR
Managers would manage staff working under and the
activities of HR. This role is responsible for taking decisions on
policy matters in discussion with seniors/management. It is
more of a generalist role with higher responsibilities of the
department’s working. They have fair idea of all the working
in department. Also they are supposed to be focused towards
employee relations of the company at a desired level like
junior to middle. It’s a wider profile than above.
HR Director- Generally in bigger organisations this position is
reported by HR Managers. They hold the responsibility of
entire organisation. They visit different units, own all HR
related working of the organisation. They work on adding
value to organisation and take higher decisions which are not
routine in nature like upgrading the work with inclusion of
better technology, deciding the budgets for various functions,
structure related decisions, discussion of higher level of
issues, concerns and solutions with management. They work
on building relations with higher levels responsible for
executions. They are more result oriented and take total
perspective of organisation.
VP HR- This is one of the highest profile reporting to top
management/CEO/COO/CHRO and is more of business
focused in terms of monitoring how the human resources of
company impacting the business. They are talking more about
financial aspects and keep viewing financial statements. They
work on business objectives in close co-ordination with
executives. They view and evaluate HR functions and the
organisation people from the perspective of revenue
generation and value enhancement.
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HR Business PartnersHR professionals who remain in close coordination and work with senior management to develop HR strategy for the support
of organisation’s overall goal and contribute in achieving business objectives are HRBP.
Senior experienced HR professionals with good communication skills, broad understanding on overall business perspective and
urge within to improve, align and upgrade the HR role are best suitable for HRBP.
According to a report, the very best HR business partners have:







Self-belief in their personal ability to make a difference to the business
Belief in the value of the HR function
Confidence to have a strong point of view and express it even if it proves unpopular
Knowledge and experience of the business and its intricacies and an ability to communicate in business terms
An ability to build long-term, trusting relationships with clients and with HR colleagues
A focus on delivering business outcomes through making best use of the whole HR function and acting as a strong rolemodel for the rest of the team

It is the most successful HR function of modern times. HRBP works on building relations throughout the organisation at various
levels and works in close co-ordination with all. The person tries to align all HR functions and views it from the perspective of
business achievements. HRBP keep reviewing relations, functions, and keep aligned with different outside HR functions to bring
favorable results for organisation and business as a whole.
Communication plays a vital role in delivering of desired results. HRBP has to have competence of communicating points,
agendas, issues, solution....across the table. The person is a change agent and a employee champion. Understanding on the
culture of the organisation with high command over subject is most desirable. The temprament and attitude towards driving
business results, remain proactive and desire to achieve specific outcomes has to be an attribute of personality. HRBP is a Senior
Consultant to management who supports in achieving business results along with strong hold over generalist profile.
HRBP is commercial in nature. The evaluation of parameters of different functions and its direct-indirect impact on revenue
generation and profit enhancement is the continuous viewpoint and effort of HRBP.
The aim of HRBP is HR strategies and plans are translated into concrete actions and tangible results enhancing business growth.
**********************************************************
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LEGAL CONSULTANCY
Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention,
Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013
One of the Articles (March 2016) by The Asia Foundation –
“Where Are India’s Working Women?” states“One of the biggest barriers that prevents women from
engaging in India’s labor market is societal. While parents in
both rural and urban India are increasingly willing to invest in
educating their daughters, the idea of women working outside
the home is still culturally hard to digest. The social
identification of “family honor,” deeply entrenched ideas
about gender roles, and concerns around the social
implications of women’s economic empowerment have
further ossified patriarchal attitudes that intrinsically believe
that the safest space for a woman is at home.”
In modern India women have held high offices including that
of the President, Prime Minister, Speaker of the Lok Sabha,
Leader of the Opposition, Ministers, Governors, Directors,
CEOs, VPs, Managers.....
In spite of all her capabilities and competence to become a
successful professional she has to struggle for her Moral and
Constitutional Rights to protect her progress towards
professional achievements!!
Falling data of women labor work force and huge gap of
women and men ratio in Executive, Manager and Director
roles - is definitely a matter of concern for many who believe
in Women empowerment,
 Improving socio-economic conditions of her,
 Contribution towards nation building by competent
and skilled work force which is not based on gender
etc.
Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention,
Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 is one such victory of her
struggle for Dignity, Gender Equality and Fundamental Right.
The act came in force on 09th December 2013 and in these
years till today, Industries are struggling with various queries
like  Do we still need to be concerned if we do not have
any woman employee?
 Is the law applicable if we are a small or medium
enterprise?
 Who shall be the members of ICC?
 How many ICC to be formed if we have offices at
multi locations?
 What should ICC members know and what should be
the content of their training?
 How should we proceed for investigations, is there
any procedure to be followed?
 What shall be done if a misconduct is there but it is
not reported to ICC by woman employee?

 Do we need to frame separate policy if there exist a
policy on similar grounds?
 What if there is mishandling of case by ICC ?
..................etc.
With casual approach, unconcerned and ignorant attitude
towards the Act you may land up with not only penalties as
mentioned in the act of Rs.50,000/- (more in case of repeated
violation) and cancelation of license to do business, but also
mishandling of cases, non formation of ICC, untrained ICC
members .....etc. may cost you millions along with the lost
reputation.
We may remain ignorant and casual but the Ministry of
Women and Child Development (WCD) is putting all its efforts
towards implementation of Act in its true ‘spirits’ and
maintain related Data. Although there is no centralized
mechanism to collect such data but the National Crime
Records Bureau (NCRB) has started collecting data under
Insult to the Modesty of Women (section 509 of IPC) at Office
Premises and other place related to Work since 2014.
Steps taken by WCD The ministry has issued advisories to all States/Union
territories on 23rd December, 2013 and 27th October,
2014 to ensure effective implementation of the Act.
 The ministries/departments in government have also
been advised to ensure the compliance of the Act time
to time.
 Companies Act 2013 to have mandatory disclosure
(under section 134)- that the constitution of ICC is in
accordance with the Act, has been requested to
Ministry of Corporate Affairs.
 ASSOCHAM, FICCI, CCI and National Association of
Software and Services Companies have also been
requested to ensure effective implementation of the
Act.
 The companies will have to provide the list of woman
staff joining every month, details of the complaint cell,
number of complaints and action taken report.
 The Ministry has released a Handbook on the Act for
ready reference of all.
 The Handbook is meant for all workplaces,
institutions, organisations to provide basic
understanding of sexual harassment at places of work.
 It is also designed to offer Internal Complaints
Committee/s and Local Complaints Committee/s
established under the Act with simple, user friendly
information on sexual harassment.
 What is expected of the Complaints Committee to
redress a complaint and what the inquiry process and
outcome should be.
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It has put up Implementation Guidelines of Universalisation of Women Help Line Scheme to States and UTs.
The Government is setting up one stop crisis centres for women in distress which will be connected by a universal
women’s helpline
The Union Minister of Women and Child Development, Smt. Maneka Sanjay Gandhi, in one of her interactions, on the eve of
International Women’s Day said that “the Government is very strict on the issue of sex related crimes against women and
sexual harassment laws have to be taken very seriously.”
 Proposed draft by WCD District Magistrates or Additional District Magistrates will be notified as District Officers (DOs) to exercise the
powers and discharge functions under the Act.
 The DO will constitute the LCC in his district and will further appoint a nodal officer in every ward, municipality
to receive the complaints and forward it to the concerned Committee within a period of seven days.
 The DO will also monitor the timely submission of reports furnished by the local complaints committees.
 DO can take measures, as may be necessary, for engaging NGOs in creating awareness about sexual
harassment and the rights of women.
 The members of the LCC will include a chairperson, to be nominated from among eminent women in the field
of social work and committed to the cause of women.
 LCC includes two members - one member from among the women working in municipality in the district.
 A member of LCC to be nominated from among such NGOs or associations as are committed to the cause of
women or a person familiar with the issues related to the protection of women from sexual harassment.
 An officer dealing with women and child development in the district, shall be its ex-officio member.
 The chairperson and every member of the LCC will hold office for three years from the date of their
appointment as may be specified by the DO.
Note:* Under Section 5 and 6 of the Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace (Prevention, Prohibition and Redressal) Act,
state is required to set up a LCC to investigate complaints related to sexual harassment from cases which cannot be dealt with
by the ICC or where there is no ICC
Other Initiations
 The National Commission for Women (NCW) has decided to form an expert panel to help institutions deal with
complaints of sexual harassment at workplace after many organisations said it was difficult finding a “credible
outsider” who could be part of their internal committees.
 The NCW – Complaints Registration and Monitoring System instructs - as per the Sexual Harassment at Work Place
(Prevention Prohibition and Redressal) Act, 2013 the rules made by Central Government in December, 2013 on the
subject and the Criminal Law (Amendment) Act, 2013 every employer is required to provide for effective complaints
procedures and remedies including award of compensation to women victims. In sexual harassment complaints, the
concerned organisation is urged to expedite cases and the disposal is monitored.
In Brief
 The Government has very serious approach towards tackling Sexual Harassment of Women at Workplace.
 The organisations have challenges to face in investigation, right and timely actions and decisions for effective disposal
of cases.
 The Employees need to be absolutely aware of the Law details.
 The Employer has to take charge for effective implementation of the Act at organisation level to save millions and
remain reputed. The Act has to be adopted in right spirits by organisations to provide healthy and safe environment to
women free from sexual harassment and practice the Act as one of the norm out of several other rights of employees.
 The employers and related people (for execution) in the organisation need to gain lot of clarity before out of the hand
situation is created as mark of burns would remain as white visible spots which would hamper further hirings, trust of
current employees, conducive work environment, productivity etc.
 A Survey report by FICCI suggest the employers to – Invoke a strong commitment to this cause, Utilise diligent
investigation mechanisms, Create a mechanism to address different perspectives, Manage issues effectively (role of
ICC)
****************************************************************
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INDEPENDENCE SPECIAL
Goods and Services Tax – GST
122nd Constitution Amendment Bill

GST-CAB is one of the biggest revolutionary tax reform in
India’s Indirect Tax Structure since Independence. Its approval
by Rajya Sabha on 03rd August, 2016 has boosted India’s
image, Investors’ confidence and Confidence of Business.
Unanimous approval of the bill is to amend constitution for
bringing new structure of Goods and Services Tax.
To become Law GST Bill has to have a Legislative Journey –















After ratifying the amendments suggested by Rajya
Sabha, the bill is approved by Lok Sabha on 08th
August, 2016.
Amendments are cleared and bill has to move to State
Assemblies
At least 50% of states (15 states) must approve the
legislation with 2/3rd of majority.
It will then move to President for approval and his
signatures will turn the bill into Law.
GST Council to be formed with representatives from
Centre and State.
The Council will decide Revenue Nutral Rate (RNR).
RNR will be converted into 3 slabs of GST rate
structure.
i.
Higher Sin Taxes on luxury goods and lower
rates on essential commodities.
ii.
Most goods and services to have middle GST
rate.
iii.
Split Rate of GST between Centre and State.
33 more Laws need to be passed
i.
CGST (Central) Bill (1)
ii.
IGST (Intigrated) Bill (1)
iii.
SGST (29 separate State GST Legislations) Bill
(31= 29+2 union territories)
**CGST and IGST to be cleared by Parliament and
SGST by respective States.
Law is not applicable in J&K, the state has to pass
separate legislation.
Union Finance Ministry – State Finance Ministries –
GST Council, to arrive at a consensus on GST Rate.
Assertive Government is all set to roll out GST on 01st
April 2017.

History The emergence started from Fiscal Regulation and
Budget Management Bill of the year 2000 (became
Act 2003).
 The Kelkar Task Force Proposed the concept of GST
in 2003.
 Then it was proposed in 2006.
 It was introduced in 2011 but due to stiff opposition
from State Governments it could not be moved
ahead.
 Finally in 2014 GST-CAB is presented in Parliament.
What it isIt is a tax levied on the manufacture and sale of goods and
services.
Why it is a revolution“One India, One Tax, One Market” is the slogan being
discussed to eradicate the current complex tax system and
bring the ease of doing business by replacing many Indirect
Taxes. It is one of the biggest initiative since Independence.
What it will replaceIt will replace many Central Tax- Central Excise Duty,
Additional Duties of Customs (CVD- Countervailing Duty) ,
Special Additional Duty of Customs (SAD), Additional Excise
Duty, cesses & surcharges for supply of goods and services
Service Tax
State Level Taxes – State Value Added Tax (VAT), Central
Sales Tax(CST), Purchase Tax, Luxury Tax, Entry Tax/ Octroi
(all forms), Entertainment Tax (other than the tax levied by
the local bodies), Taxes on Betting, Lotteries and Gambling
Why replacement
The Cascading effect due to multiple taxation system is
making things difficult to administer, monitor and above all
comply with. GST is economically efficient, digital,
transparent, its overall implication are neutral, easy to
administer, better control on leakages, easy compliance,
improved competitiveness, higher revenue efficiency.
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What will be the single rate
18% is the cap decided, further GST council will work on such decision which may vary.
Impact on various sectors
There will be mixed result impact on various sectors but broadly assuming 18% rate –
 Auto, Consumer Durables, FMCG, Logistics, Home Decor, Cement, Multiplexes and Metals- will have positive impact.
 Textiles, IT, Telcom, Pharmaceuticals, Utilities – will have negative impact
 Items exempted from GST- Alcohol, Petroleum Product, Electricity, and Immovable Property
Other than above information we need to realise that details of GST is yet to be worked out. The GST Council could set
completely different bands, States are free to set their rates, there may be state wise wide variations for the same item,
Inflation could be the immediate impact but will be temporary in nature as GST will propel GDP to newer heights.
The Dispute Settlement Mechanism under this Law will play its role for harmony and smooth functioning.
To protect consumers and to ensure that Businesses don’t take undue advantage of the levy to charge more and make excessive
profits introduction of Anti-Profiteering Law has still to be thought off.
Anyhow, the most talked about ‘GST’ is much awaited as India looks forward for development and more.............

How Kapgrow will support you??
We at Kapgrow are a team of professional experts who will help you in understanding the new law, its impact on your
organization, the actions required to be taken by the Company, etc.
To elaborate –
 What business need to know and how they need to prepare themselves for maintaining the efficiency of business,


Impact on various tax parameters,

 Clarity on dual tax structure how it will effect within state and interstate transactions,
 Valuation in GST- what all it includes which will affect your business,
 Affect on cross functional attributes,
 Management of resources,
 Affect on factors of production ...........etc
We will help you in conducting awareness / skill upgradation by Elaborated Grilled Training Sessions of your team members and
stakeholders to make them ready for the GST legislation thereby ensuring that you have a smooth transition to the new taxation
regime.
Other than Training, we will support you by way of advisory, opinion, impact analysis, handholding the transition phase,
compliance monitoring, compliance reviews, etc.

********************************************
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INTRODUCING KAPGROW
Kapgrow is a Knowledge Company that believes in
“INSPIRNG GROWTH”
Wings to Kapgrow were given in 2009 with a vision to provide all services under one roof to our clients.
In the dynamic business environment, we continually face challenges - how we view them defines us! Do we choose to see the
challenges as stepping-stones or as obstacles?
There will always be challenges, obstacle and less than perfect situations- We help you to get started in taking steps that will
help you to grow STRONGER, more and more SKILLED, SELF-CONFIDENT & SUCCESSFUL.
Our USP is that we are a one stop solution for all your corporate needs. Our Team of professionals would give you practical
solutions that would help your organization to implement various new initiatives in a smooth manner.
We work in the area of Management Consultancy, Legal Consultancy and HR Consultancy.

We are skilled to have holistic view of the organisation and our multidimensionality aspects take
the organisations on flawless heights .............and we inspire to grow.
We have numerous satisfied clients at various locations who are carrying on to take our services in all the fields of consultancy.
We are supporting organisations for

Management Consulting Services - Improving Business Performance; Professionalizing family owned business;
Turnaround / Crisis Management; Cultural Change; Developing systems, structures and restructuring; Policies,
Procedures and Manuals; etc.



HR Consulting Services - HR Business Partner; Talent Acquisition; Training and Development; Competency Mapping; HR
Audit; Performance Appraisal System (PAS); Employee Satisfaction Survey (ESS); etc.



Legal Consulting Services - Compliance audit / review on different laws like Secretarial (Company Law) Review, Labour
Laws Review, Environment Laws Review, Direct & Indirect Tax Planning, reviews etc.

There are numerous concerns of Industries which are taken care by our consultancy like Factory management, Achieving

Operational Efficiency, Generating Profits, Reducing Costs etc. more of it is described on our website, please visit
www.kapgrow.com for details.
*****************************************************************
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